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ABSTRACT 
Exploring Chaos to Xlodel the Design Process. (August 1990) 
Ahmed Sharkawy, B. S. , American University of Cairo. Egypt 
Co-Chairs of Advisory Committee; Dr. Sherif T. Noah 
Dr. Christian P. Burger 
As a, first step in developing a general model which can ultiniately monitor 
and suggest improvements throughout the evolution of a design, this research aims to 
construct a low-order matheniatical model which describes the fundaiiiental activities 
that drive the design process The construction of a, mathematical model for the 
design process required an initiation of a, study aimed at an understanding of the 
most fundamental processes involved. 
To that end, the first objective was to identify a, set of variables which collec- 
tively describe the 'state' of a design. Next, a qualitative model that outhned the 
processes between the variables was developed. Analogies were drawn between el- 
ements of the qualitative model and those of dynamic systems. Based upon these 
analogies and the inherent properties of simple chaotic equations to depict complex 
behavior, a. mathematical model was developed. The general dynamics of the model 
have been analyzed, and observed implications of chaos within the design process 
have formed the basis for proposed subsequent research. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Until recently. the design process has been treated as a. blnck box Edith 
the groiving interest in substantially improving the way we design, it, is l&econniig 
increasingly apparent that we must first achieve n good understanding of the design 
process nnd the fundamental activities that rlrive it. It may no longer be sufficir nt to 
consider good design practice as depending solely on intuition and talent. As long as 
the process remains poorly understood, little progress v:ill be marie in devising wave 
to design better 
Thus f'ar. tlie most rommon approach taken in tire liternture. to the sturly of 
design is the generation of qualitative models that attempt to describe the design 
process In general. two types of models were iisually proposed. rtrsccrptrvc models 
and prescriptive models (I) As implied by their names. the former attempt to 
describe how we design while the latter prescribe methods or methodologies I'or 
improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the design proce~s Althou, h such 
models may be useful, mnthematical models will serve as more powerful tools for 
increasing the level of understanding of' any dynamic process such as design. Even in 
disciplines in the socio-psychological fields, mathematical models are being developed 
to describe processes that were once studied only qualitatively. For example, Langs' 
models (2) describe certain psychoanalytic phenomena while other models have been 
developed for serial memory (3). dynamics of political coalitions (4), learning theories 
(5), and a, wide variety of natural systems (6). These models attempt to provide an 
understanding of' the intricate dynamics behind such processes. All of them with the 
exception of Langs' model are based upon probabilistic approaches which provide 
some predictive ability. but do not shed much light on the fundamental dynamics 
This thesis follows the style and format of . American Scientist 
behind the process of interest. In contrast, the most recent model by Langs ('2 j 
proposes a nonlinear dynaniic model v;hich exhibit chaotic behavior to describe some 
socio-psychological phenomena. 
Similarly. design consists of. a myriad of complex. 
, 
interwoven processes At- 
tenipts to identify. every activity ivhich mav occur through the course of a. design. 
and to understand hoii they inHuence each other niay ver) v, ell prove impossible. 
Fven if it was possible, such a model ivould most likely be much too complex to yielcl 
anv fruitful insi lits. Hov. ever, if the fundamental activities that occur in a &lesign 
process can. be ideutified, it niay be possibleto develop a simple, low-order dynainic 
niodel ii. inch con& eutrates ou those activities that are most fundamental to the desigii 
process 
I%hen attempting to niathematically model such a. complex process as design. 
niany challenges arise. Firstly, the process itself remains poorly understood. XIore- 
over. niany factors, which are numerous and uot even fullv identifed affect the outcome 
of a given design Finally, the design process is not as deterministic as a 'step by step 
recipe' nor is it a totally random process. Although the outcome and the patli taken 
to reach that outcoine iiiay not be deterministic, the nature of: the process is. A candi- 
date emerges on which modelling a design process can be based. namely. a, nonlinear 
deterministic model capable of exhibiting chaotic behavior (ih 
Consider some of the simila. rities between the design process a. nd chaotic behav- 
ior (Appendix A contains a brief overview of nonlinear dynamics theory and chaos 
terminlogy). 
THE CHAOTIC NATURE OF THE DESIGN PROCESS 
In design, it is obvious that a slight change in the definition of the problem 
to be solved may lead to dramaticaHv different solutions. For example, if tv;o 
designers identify the same need from different perspectives and thus define the 
problem differently. each design ivill alniost certainly evolve different)i Also, for 
the same designer and design problem. a small change iu insight derived from nev; 
information can lead a. designer to a. completely diff'erent solution. It is near that 
tlie outcome of a. desi n process is not only seiisitii e to initial and current conditions 
hut also to any abrupt changes that occur within the process. This type of behavior 
is a, fiindamental property of chaotic noulinear systems (g) Sensitivity to initial 
conditions m chaotic systeius is recognized to be due to 'bounded divergence' or 
'stretching and folding' vvhicli causes au iufinitesimal perturbation in the state of the 
system to grosv exponentiallv and eventually leads to a, completelv different state than 
tlie one the systeni v. ould have reached had it not been perturbed 
Also. the dynantics ii ithiu certain attractors (d) of a. nonlinear dissipativc 
system resembl~ certain phenomena occuring ivithin the design process. One such 
;it tractor could. for example, be the case of design fixation (~J ). ui v:hich a. design has 
settled iiito an undesirable regular or " fixed state". Another attractor occurs v. hen 
the design process reaches sonic final solutiou ivhich undergoes little or no change 
upon further iterations. Once the process has reached ) he neighborhood of either of 
these tsvo states (fixation or solution). it is attracted' to that state Therefore, desigu 
fixations as well as solutions whicli satisfy all of the design. requirements resemble fixed 
point attractors in nonlinear dynamic systems. 
Once a designer is fixated. some abrupt action must be taken to get out of it. 
This action may either be in the form of a. decision to approach the propleni from 
a, diff'erent perspective or to seek new information which may provide some insight 
into the problein. Similarly, when a dynamic system is within an attractor, it ivill 
remain there unless some change is made to the system (by varying the parameters 
or externally displacing the system sufficientlv). 
Another similarity between design and cliaos is the feature of "self-similarity". 
The process of generating solutions to a, problem is identical at all stages of a design, 
from the concept levels to the detailed levels. For instance, the process of identifying 
a problena, analyzing it, creating a, solution. and evaluating it are common to all levels 
of the design, that is. they are self similar. whether ive are solving tlie v. hole problem 
or just one aspect of the probleiu Tlils cail a)so be shov, n. 1'rom the argunient that 
tlie details of one designer s problem may be the whole of aiiother designer's probleni. 
Theref'ore. the processes operatin ' on one level of design are similar. at all other levels 
of design. Tliis is the same as the self similar ffract;il) beliavior oi' chaotic systems as 
illustrated hy the example of the Henon map (10). This is shoivn in figure 1 ivhich 
maps the iteration of the forni. 
r, i — 1 — nr — y, 
y, . i =l), r, 
Thc top graph iu fioure 1 shoiis the entire range of points enerated from tire 
iteratiie mappin '. Tlie attractor appears to exhibit a, three leaf structure. If the 
section enclosed in tire ivindoii' is magnified (bottom-left graph). we find that the 
upper most leaf is composed of three leaves of identical structure tn that draii n at 
the previous scale If the top leaf is Illiigliified once more. it is also seen to consist, of' 
the sauie structure as the previous scales, Futher magnification ivill continue to reveal 
that the same order exhibited bv the larger scales is similar to that of the smaller 
scales ad infinitum. 
Consider yet another common characteristic between the design process and 
chaotic behavior. Design is a, continually converging-diverging process. For example, 
when a designer chooses and develops a concept, he is converging upon a, solution. 
In other words, the design begins to settle onto one state. On the other hand, when 
a. designer scans for concepts and thinks on an abstract level as is the intent of 
productive brainstorming, the design process is diverging. The design process does 
not settle onto a single state but, rather jumps from state to state as each idea, niay lead 
to new and different ideas. Developing single concepts further, sometimes referred 
to as vertical thrrrkmg is a convergent, process while the generation of' alternative 
y 0 
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F ure 1. The self-similarity exhibited by the Henon Map. Ilie same 'three leaf' igill'  
structure exists at all levels of magnification. 
solutions. lateral thrrr/;rizg is a diverging proc'ess In this scllse. design. represented ns 
a continually convergiug-diverging process. rcsernbles a chaor. ic system. x, ov. consicler 
tzvo nearby points depictirzg diferent initial states of a. stable. chaotic dynamic 
svstPIII. The trn]ectory of each point represents tile evolutiou of the system fr'olu 
that inrtinl state. 4'z ith tirrie, the tlzo tra&ectorres exponentially diverge from each 
other Hnzvever. Since the systmn is stable. tlie trajectories lnnsi rerunin zzithin a 
houncled space. Therefore they nuist reconverge toward each otller This behavior is 
characterized by n series of, what is termed in modern dyunmic theory ns. 'stretching 
arid foldrng resulting in sensitivitv to initrnl conditions. In this scuse. desi&a 
representecl sls n. contruually ciivprgzng-corzvergrng process resenlblps a chaotic system. 
, \0111C 01 thc PIIC1'ill Chal"lcteriStlc S I onlluoll to bolli;I chile'tlc Sz StP111 llllcl thC 
design proces are listed iti table 1 All of tlie sinularlties betlveeu design and chaos 
strongly suggest that the design process c;ln be modeleu as n, chaotic svstem 
0 B, I E C' T IVES 
The nlain oh~ective of this research is to explore the ability of chaotic nonlinear 
dynamics to model tile fundamental activities comprlsillg the design process. Iu 
particular. the objectives are as follozvs: 
1. Identify the essential underlying processes common to all levels (conceptzzal to 
detailed) of' the design process. 
'2. Identify a, set of variables that collectively depict the state of a, design. 
3. Develop a, qualitative model which outlines the relationships between the state 
variables. 
4. Explore the feasibilitv of using chaotic equations to model the processes between 
the stnte variables and how they depict the evohztion of a, design. 
Table l. C'ommon characteristics between design and chaotic systems 
Chaotic Systems The Design Process 
C'haotic equations are highly sensitive 
to initial c. on&litions. 
The outcome of. ' a desion mav varv 
widely with the way a. clesign problem 
is foriuulated from the need. 
C'haotic systems exhibit self-similar 
( fr act al ) structure 
The charactertsttcs of. the desioii. 
process are common to all levels 
(conceptual to detatled) of design. 
lraJectories depicting the time 
evolution of a cliaotic system 
continually converge and diierge 
ill I'cia tloli to escll otllel' 
Design can be viewed as a. aerie~ 
of collvprglilg-dlserglilg activities. 
Attractors represent steady state 
solutions to the governing 
equations of a dynamic svstem. 
Solutions to design problems are 
analogous to 'steady state' conditions that 
satisfy constraints posed 
by design problems. 
An addition of energy to a. 
chaotic svstem mav drive it to 
neu attractors. 
Any neiv information introduced to the 
design proi. ess mav lead to different 
solutions. 
CHAPTER II 
THE FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES OF DESIGN 
As ivas stated in the introduction, the first objective of this researcll v" as 
i i identify some of the funclamental activities of the design process. In order to 
acconiphsh tins task. the follniving approach v;as taken. 
i. 'The hterature ivas surveyed for descriptive models of the design process. 
klorlcls tliat attenipted to fatliom the underlying processes in design ii'ere i:liosen 
for I'urther studv 
Iliese models were theu used to develop the basis for the niathematical model 
Ill tllis s'tuclv 
A survey of the design literature reveals that much of the v ork done in early 
studies ol' the design process revolves around tlie generation of methods and rules 
which lead tovvard better design. Even today. systematic approaches I' or the solution 
of design problems are continually being sought to aid the designer. Xiany of these 
approaches lead to the development. of design methods, which as Cross tll) points 
out, aini to 'formalize' aspects of the design process and 'externalize' the designer's 
thoughts. Formalization prevents missing of simple and fundamenta1 ways to solve 
a particular design problem. Externalization attempts to bring out the designer's 
thoughts onto paper through sketches, diagrams. and charts to facilitate and stimulate 
further development. 
It may be difficult, to define exactly what a, 'good design' is. For the purpose 
of tliis study. consider a, good design as a solution which satisfies all of the design 
requirements. Hence, optimization is not in the scope ol' this research. 
Througli a, suggested set of. rules, French (12) discusses soiile geileral strategies to 
help the designer improve the way he formulates solutions to design problems. AVlule 
lus suggested schenies are of great value in improving one's approach to generating 
desigu alternatives. it, like iiiost other design scheiues, says little about the design 
process itselt Although design methods are useful in specific situations. they do not 
meet the need for a, more global nnderstanding of the design process. 
Other efforts in past studies ol' the design process have focused on developing 
two tl pcs of qualitative moclels. noser iptii e inodels aild pi'escriptice models (1) As 
inzplied by their names. the former attenipt to ideutify and describe how we design 
iihile the latter prescribe a inet)iod or a inethodology to improve the efl'ectiveness 
arid the efficzency of the way in winch ive design 
These models often presmit hiahly deterniinistic block-diagrammed schemes 
v-hich impose a. heirarchal structure to design (1g) Only a few models attempt to 
portray the underlying nature of the design process. In other words. little effort has 
been niade to identify and depict the fundamental activities which comprise design 
and hoiv these activities interact. 
Two examples of models tliat attempt to fathom the underlyiug processes in 
design are March's model (14) and dazisson's model (lfi) 
MARC'H'S MODEL 
March (14) proposes that the design process is simply the cyclic iteration among 
three logical processes: production, deduction, and induction (figure 2). He bases his 
model upon Peirce's work (1G) in which three types of logical reasoning were identified. 
Deduction (analytic reasoning), is the definite conclusion of a, specific result from a 
general rule. Additionaly, there are two types of synthetic reasoning: izzdzzctzozz, the 
inference of a general rule from a specific case, and a(idzzctzozz. the creation of a. specific 
result from a. general rule and another specific result. Abduction. or as March refers to 
it, production, is the only logical process which proposes new infortnation. Detlnction 
and illdilctloil slillply irlnnipitl'ite existing iilfortilatioii 
Based upon this hypothesis. Ifarch proposes tlmt the creation of a solution is a. 
productive process since soine nev; information is created based upon existing knowl- 
edge 1 descnption of' a. solntionj Xext the solution is catalyzed anti its performance is 
predicted. This is a, deducive process since the designer uses fa& tual knowledge anrl 
funclamental physical principles to assess the performance of the solution. Finally 
the solution is evaluated. Evaluation is an inductive process since generalizations are 
inf'erred froin the analysis of a specific solution. 
Production 
Description 
Evaluation Prediction 
Induction Deduction 
Figure 2. March's depiction of design as a sequence of three rational processes (14) 
Realization 
Concept Space 
Configuration Space 
Abstraction 
Figure g Jansson's two space model (lg) 
JA VSSOtV'S XIODEL 
Jansson (15). on. the other hand takes a. more fundamental approach. He 
identifies two separate spaces which host the activities that occur in engineering o 
design (figure 3). According to this model, at any given time, the conceptual design 
process can be modelled cognitively as taking place in one of two spaces: coucept 
space and configuration space. 3Vithin concept space, general ideas are formulated. 
7 T isotions developed in concept space are mostly based upon fundamental principles 
where the thinking is abstract. Here the designer defines the problem, analyzes it, 
and attempts to determine 'the natural laws' which may lay the foundation to a. 
good solution. Concepts then act as the basis for physical solutions which are in 
configuration space. 
In &-onfiguration space, the designer &attenipts to generate &a sohition which 
satisfies the design requireinents from the concept. Iipon evaluation of the solution, 
the ilesigner iclentifies new probleins Hy moving back to concept space. he qcnerafires 
upon. the knowledge he gains from ev&aluating &a specific solution Again, he seeks 
general concepts to solve the neivly defined problems. 
COX STBAI'XT-DBIVEX 'AIODEL 
Another niodei which depicts design I'roni a. different perspective exaniines the 
nature of constraints and the impelling role they play within the clesign proces. (Iil 
1 his inoil. l I'ocuses on hoiv constraints govern the &application of a. concept into an 
actual solution. In other words. tliis iuodel describes the process which iuay occur in. 
Jansson's configuration space. 
ted&hen a designer has generated and cliosen some concept on which to base his 
design. the total set ol' constraints plays a, strong role in shaping the application of 
the concept, iiito a physical solution. It is actually the set of constraints which create 
the framework of a. solution since any design ii hich satisifies the constraints is a« 
acceptable soliition. Therefore, creation of a physical solution from a raw concept is 
a cnnsiraint-driven process. 
In general. consider the total set of constraints that may be imposed on tire 
solution of a. design problem. Obviously. all 'functional requirements'. i. e. the 
objectives or tasks that the design solution needs to accomplish must be satisfied. 
These functional requirements can be derived from the need. For example. in the 
design of the internal support structures for aircraft horizontal stabilizers (I I h the 
functional requirement is to transfer the shear forces imposed by the pressure loading 
from one outer skin of the stabilizer to the other. 
Other constraints imposed upon the solution may pertain to the fabrication 
of the substructure. These would be denoted 'production requirements'. Common 
examples of production requircnients are repeatability and production rate. Here 
repeatability is tlie abihtl to maintain consistent qualiti. from part tn part, t. e. it 
assesses the manufacturabiltti of a giaeii product with respect to maintaining fairly 
consistent quality lt is in some ivay a reflection ol. the ability to ineet tolerance s, or 
more specifically the ratio ol' required tolerances on. a procluct s physical specifications 
to the tolerances capable of' being aihieved bv the process Production rate. on the 
other hand. is a nieasure of tlie time required to produce one part This constraint 
reflects the coinplexity of tire design by representing the niinimuni time needed for 
all the serial processes requtrer1 to prodnce one part. 
0th~i constraints ivliich do not fit under tire cate'ories of. fuuctional require- 
nients and protluctiou requirenients niay be classihed under the general heading of 
'specifications'. In t. he case of the support structure for the horizontal stabilizer, these 
may include geometrical and cost coiistraints. C'eometrtc constraints niay be all of 
the lower and upper bounds placed on stze and shape. For instance, the support 
structure may have to fit withiu an airl'oil shape. Cost does not only represent mone- 
tary or financially related coustraints. but also represents any olective function being 
mininiizerl sucli as iveight. size. or energy consumptinii 
All of the constraints discussed thus far must be satisfied in order for any design 
to be a. solution, Essentially, they are fixed throughout the entire design process, 
i. e. these constraints are constantly being imposed upon the solution. Collectively. 
the total set of constraints (functional requirements, production requirements. and 
specifications) will be be classified as fixed coustruznts. They are depicted on the top 
line of' figure 4. 
The creation of a physical solution, i. e. the product and the method of producing 
it, from a, raw concept is a constraint-driven process. In figure 4. the arrows from the 
fixed constraints point to a, set of variables which describe the difl'erent aspects of the 
currently proposed solution. These will be denoted as output enrtafiles In the typical 
Functional 
Specifications Production Requirements Requirements 
/ 
/ 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ 
/ / 
/ 
4 J' 
Physical -- ~ Manufacturing 
Configuration ~ — Process 
Figure 4. The different types of constraints within the design process. The bot- 
tom line consists of a typical set of output variables that describe the 
current form of the design. The origin oi any arrow is the source of a 
constraint while the head of the arrow points to the output variable being 
constrained. The fixed constraints are depicted on the top line and the 
varying constraints act between the output variables. 
case ns illustrated in figure 4, tire two output variables nre phystcal configuration anil 
manufactunny process 
The variable. physical configuration, contains informntion regarding the pliys- 
icnl 1'orm of the solution. 'Iliis is llot to be confused v;ith the shallower nienrung of 
niere shape bistcarl, configuration is the result, of the concept operated on hi- the to- 
tal set of constraints as to forni some npplicable solutioii. The ntnnufactnnn process 
is another output variable: it holds information regarding the method of 1'abricnting 
the phvsical configuratio 1 nfortunateli. tlus variable is often overlooked until the 
configuratio is finalized. Since a configuration thni is not mnnufncturable within the 
coiistlnlllts of tile production ic(jujrenlents is Ilot ii sollltioil. collslclerlllc tile illaiiu- 
facturin process only cloivnstrenm from the design process often lends to n 'patche 1 
up' or poor design. Therefore, it is iinportant not to postpone manufnituinng ionsicl- 
eratious till tile basir design is coiilpleted but ratller to liicludc t lleiil upstrenlil d&icing 
the conceptual stages in an integratecl inanner as depicted in this model 
The model in figure 4 shows that the output variables are uot only operated on 
by fixecl constraints but also impose constraints upon each other. These constrnints 
result front coupling beta een output vanables which, in contrast to fixed constraint. 
( which do not change through the evolution of a, clesignl, are subject to change as the 
associated output variables change. Therefore. they are denoted oaryiay constraints. 
For example. although a, certain physical configuration may satisfy nll of the 
fixed constraints, it may not be an acceptable solution if it is not manufacturable 
by the specified manufacturing process. In such a, case, the manufacturing process 
is imposing a constraint upon the physical configuration. One of two actions may 
be taken: either another physical configuration is sought or another manufacturing 
process is sought. If the manuf'acturing process is changed. the constraints that were 
imposed upon the physical configuration will also be changed. If a different ma. nuf'ac- 
turing process capable of fabricating the configuration is sought, the constrnints that 
were once imposed upon the configuration may be lifted entirely. 
In the constraint-dnven scheme. tvvo types of constraints acting ivithin the 
design process iiere identified: fixed (exterual ( constraints, and varying (coupliug) 
constraints I. nlike otlier schemes. tire three inodels discus~ed in this chapter ('Alarch's 
model, Jansson's inodel. and tlie constraint-clriven model) attenipted to identif'y tlie 
fnndainental activities that drive the design process. Because of their ability to 'strip 
attav' thc ccimplex facade and reveal difierent sides to the backbone of the ilesinn 
process. they iiere chosen to develop the basis for the matliematical model 
CHAPTER III 
STATE REPRESENTATION OF DESIGN 
I ltinistelv. a inatheinatical model is sought uhich ivill treat the design process 
is a, dy ilailllc svsteill Tllel'efoi'c tile lilalliler ill v'llich the state of a. design at 
any given. tinie is represented must be deterinined before quantification is possible 
This constitutes the first oblectiie of' this chapter A skeleton of the inst heniatic'il 
niodel ivill then be introduced iiluch vill lay the foundation for the actual equations 
developed in the proceeibu chapter 
lite state of a. dynmnic systen»s represented through a collection of variables 
vsluch describe the time evolution of the svstem For exainple, in cases involving 
mechanical systeins, the vanables depict the position and velocity associated ivith 
each degree of freedom of the systmn Similarly, for the design process. a set of 
variables depictiug tire time evolution of a design must be iclentified C'ollecttvely. 
they iiill represent state of a. design' 
Firstlii consider the output variables discussed in the constraint driven sclieme 
in chapter ' Figure 4 illustrates tive case iu vvhich the solution output variables were 
physical configuration and tnanufacturtng process. In general, other variables niay be 
required to represent the solution. For instance, when a manufacturing engineer is to 
design a, process to fabricate a certain configuration. the manufacturing process may 
be the only- variable, while the physical configuration would be a fixed constraint. In 
another situation, manufacturing aspects may not be part of the required solution 
at all. For example, in the design of some control system, the output variables may 
be the control logic and the physical configuration (the hardware which executes the 
logic) 
As different design alternatives are generated, the current solution represented 
by the output variables may be replaced. Throughout the design process, the output 
variables partially depict the evolution of the desigu. We can conclude tliat the output 
vauables of tire constraint-driven scheme are a. subset of the state variabl& s' for tiie 
design process 
Tluis far. tire constraint-driven scheme lias helped to identify one subset of 
thc state variables ln chapter tv-o, it ivas iuentioned that the constraint-duven 
schenre can be considered as tire process occuung within Janssou s confi uration 
spac~ Tlierel'ore, ive have only considered the process by ivhich a concept is applied 
to forni i proposecl solutiou. C'ousequently, the state variables that were identified 
thus I'ar are associated ivith the application r&f a concept. Now consider the source 
of a concept. i. e generation of a concept' Thi, is the proces, occurin& in . Ianssony 
concept space. 
1. nlike tlie process of applying a concept. constraints clo riot play a. via~or role 
in the generation of a coucept. As a inatter of fact, the only dire~t limitation on this 
process inay be the designer's own ability to utilize the resources available to him 
and to create alternative solutions. Therefore, the process of generatuig a concept is 
not a. constraint-clriven process as is tire process of applying a concept. Instead. thc 
generation. of' a. concept, is more a. cognitive process based on inl'ormation processing 
and use of kncv, ledge. Consider figure fi which could represent the main processes 
that may occur in Jansson's concept space. 
Spectfic Knouledge denotes the amount of knowledge a designer has related 
to the nature of the problem he is attempting to solve. For example, a, designer 
with a, strong thermo/fluids background is able to draw upon more knov:ledge when 
solving a, probleni in that field than would an electrical engineer. From this definition, 
specific kuowledge is a variable since as the problem is transformed (the current 
problem changes), the designer's knowledge about the current problem also changes. 
When solving a, problem, the designer also draws upon his yenemf I'noa&ledge. Irnlike 
specific knowledge. general knowledge does not, depend on the nature of the problem 
being solved. Rather. it is a, measure of the culmination of the designer's acquired 
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Figure g. The major processes occuring in Jansson's concept space. specific knowl- 
edge and concept are variables, general knowledge is a parameter, and 
information is an external input into the design process. Arrows repre- 
sent the general flow between the variables. Since general knowledge is a 
parameter, there is no arrow between it and the variable, concept. 
information and experience. Therefore, general knowledge can be assumed not to 
vary throughout the desigli plocess. 
To clarify the difference between the two types of knoii ledge. consider general 
knowleclge as the source of general ideas at tire beginning of a. designer's search for 
possible solutions. As the current problem being soli eel becomes niore sharply defined. 
specific knowledge is requi reel to clevelop the general ideas furtlier. In probleni solving. 
the eneration of alternative solutions from a. single iclea is sometimes referred to 
as lateral thinking while the the devlopment of tliat idea. is referrecl to as i eiticn1 
thiiil ing 9'&thin such a context, general knowledge inay lie considerecl the source of 
lateral ilunking nnd specific knov ledge the sourc'e ol' vertical thinking. Since it dos. 
not vary throughout a. design process, general knoii ledge is not a variable but rather 
a paraineier. 
If' the design process is treated as evolving within some control volume ivhich 
represents tbe desiguier, information is an external input. Essentially. informatioii 
becomes the communication beiiveeii the design process ailcl the available resouces of 
the surrounding environment. Since it does not depencl on any other parameter cir 
variable, it is treated as an input to the specific knowledge of the designer 
A concept is an abstract term and may have various connotations. Here it is 
defined as the set. of fundainental principles upon v;hich to base a. solution. The 
concept is another variable since it can change throughout the evolution of' a design 
Concept and specific knowledge are the state variables within concept space. Now, 
the 'state of a design' can be defined as the set of state variables which collectively 
describe the design process, including the proposed solution at any point within the 
evolution of' a. design. The 'state of' a. design' can therefore be represented by the 
vector: 
gtate o f a Design 
specific kn oudedge 
con ccpi 
output i ui iablc 1 
output t'ariahtc ri 
Froni figures 4 and fi. the skeleton of the mathematical model can now be con- 
structecl (figure fil. Through a simple example. the processes linking the generation 
of a concept and its application vill be illustrated. 
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Concept Space 
Figure 6a. depicts the skeleton upon which a. 
developed. Below in figure 6b, Jansson's two 
the mathematical model skeleton suggestii. g 
processes which may operate in each space. 
Configuration Space 
mathematical model will be 
space model is overlayed on 
the dominant variables and 
A'X EXAiIPLE 'TO ILLESTRATE THE INTERAOTIOX BETPAiEEU THE STATE 
4 ARIABLES 
C'onsidcr the siinple example of a need for some device to retard a. continuously 
rotatuig shaft. Tluis, the functional requirement of the device is to maintain and 
control tire speed of the slial't. Further, a set of other requirements is generated. For 
instance. the nuniinum torque and speed of the system niay be specified. In addition, 
the entire system must fit v itluu a certain geometuc envelope restricting volume and 
Sllaue. A Iillillilliitll pl'Odiictloii 1"ite and life. is requtred allcl a. set lilllit lllav lic placecl 
on tire total cost of producing the systeni. This conibination of specifications aud 
require ments collectively forni the fixed constraints 
Xo doubt. niuch research can be conducted on hoii clesigners I'ormulate. or 
hou they should formulate. a problem from a neecl For exainple, although it can 
be argued that the initial activity of analyzing the need to I'ormulate a problein is 
carried out within concept space. the aim of the need analysis is to ideally identify and 
assign values of the constant constraints in configuration spac~. Once the constraints 
and ouptut variables pertaining to the overall problem within configuration space are 
clefined. the conceptual design process starts. 
For the example of the rotary shaft, our initial task may be to create a braking 
system for the shaft. From the designer's knowledge and inf'ormation available to 
him. a, first concept may be to slow the shaft mechanically through friction. This 
concept. must now be transformed into a, physical solution, perhaps a disk-caliper 
system. A casting manufacturing process which satisfies the production rate and 
cost constraints is chosen for the the disk-caliper configuration. The solution is now 
evaluated. Suppose the disk-caliper system does not satisfy the life requirements 
assuming high wear rates are involved. From the evaluation process. reduction of wear 
then becomes a new critical parameter. The information derived front evaluation has 
then been used to transform the problem and the process shifts back to concept space. 
After some analysis of the new problem, the idea, of eliminating wear altogether may 
arise. This may lead to the concept of slowing the system through energy removal. In 
this sense, we have broadened the scope of solution alternatives over only those that 
dissipate energy througli heat. Suppose that from this concept a flywheel is proposecl 
to slow down the shaft bv removing energy- from it. Through the application of 
the concept to a proposed solution. the process lumps to configuration space. Due 
to the nature of the proposed flywheel geometry, the current manufacturing process. 
casting. may not be appropriate for producing tlie parts. In other words, when the ne&i 
soliition was evaluated. the constraints posecl by the current manufacturing process 
were not satisfied by the new configuration. However, since the nianufacturing process 
is a variable and not a, fixed constraint, it may be changed. Now tliis ini'ormation is 
used to transform the problem once niore. this time, manufactur&ng being the critical 
variable. And agmn, tlie process returns to concept space The iteration between 
concept space and configuration space continues. 
DESIGN MODEL SKELETONS 
The general skeleton of the developed niodel for the design process lends some 
insightful perspectives on the process. The main fundamental activities which drive 
the design process have been identified. From these, we can determine general 
characteristics of the design process and how they can be modeled by dynamic 
systems. Some functional relationships can then be drawn relating the state variables, 
based upon analogies between design and dynamic systems. and the general structure 
of the model skeleton. Consider now the prominent observations pointed out by the 
model skeleton. 
It is rather clear that the constraints play a dominant role in the design 
process. In general, the constraints define the hounds of the solution. The tighter the 
constraints. the fewer are the solutions which can satisfy them. It is therefore always 
desirable to define the problem such that there are as few constraints as possible. 
The constraints also drive the transformations between concept and configuration 
space. By imposing certain requirements ou the solution's performance, geometry, 
and method of manufacture, they guide the transformation of concepts to phvsical 
configurations. And througli evaluation, the unsatisfied constraints act as the basis 
for transforming the problem which may lead to an entirely different concept, and 
consequently increase the chances of an innovative solution. 
As a prelude to the next chapter, consider the roles of parameters (constraints 1 
and inputs (information) to the skeleton of the mathmnatical model. The proces& 
leading to a sound design may be viewed as a, series of divergenent and convergent 
activities. The search for alternative conceptual solutiou is a, divergent activity. Iluis 
creativity is often describecl as the ability to abandon ionia and approach a soliitiou 
from a. very ivide perspective in order to avoid fixation on a sin le concept This is 
the prinie niotive ol' brainstorming . However. convergence is also necessarv in order 
to develop any particular solution This perspective of the design process is also 
supported by the proposed model skeleton. Information-1'ed concept generation acts 
&as the divergent processes. The transformation from configuration space to concept 
spa&ce represents a divergence from specificity to abstract generality Likewise. the 
opposing transforination represents convergence, a move from a general concept to a 
specific applied solution The tighter or larger the number of constraints, tlie niore 
bounded the solution. This is supported by the argument that v'hen initially defining 
the problem or the need, one should identify only the important constraints so as to 
maximize the range of possible solutions. On the other hand, the more information 
available to the designer, the more principles and ideas the designer can pursue upon 
which to base a solution. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE MODEL 
In this chapter. a first development of a. model for the design process is 
proposed. Following, is a. discussion. ol' the reasoning behind the development ol' the 
mathematii. al model. The model is of Ion order since it attempts to represent only 
the most fundamental dynanncs of design. The model was chosen to be a discrete. 
iterated mapping (see Appendix A) as opposed to a set of continuous difFerential 
equations for thc folloiving reasons 
1. The evolutioii of a, design does not necessarily depend on time, rather on actions 
or sequences of a. ctions. 
2. It is more difficult to imagine that as a, design evolves from one state to another, 
it passes through an infinite number of states (purely continuous process). 
Rather, the evolution of a design is more easily described through a set of' 
discrete actions 
The final form of the proposed model is as follows. 
z;+t —  c, !1(l — d(1 — c, tt) + 8, ) 
t), i = z;!t(l — c;!i) 
where the variables (with subscript i denoting the current value of a. variable) are: 
c, - Goodness of concept (ability to generate a good solution) 
oy 
z, - C'oodness of solution 
6t - G'aiu of Insittht from evaluation 
dtd t t. 
3 - Designer's Learniug Ability 
o — Designer's breadili of knovvledge 
d — Degree of total constraints 
Qther symbols uded in the course of the developnient of the model ivluch appear in 
tlie text of this chapter are: 
Vari a. hie s: 
Its — Specific knoivledge 
ib - Goodness of physical configuration 
i, — Coodness of manufacturing process 
o, — Degree of problem transformation 
Parameters: 
di — Degree of constraint on u, from specifications 
de - Degree of constraint on t, from specifications 
bi — Degree of coupling: Constraining efi'ect of u; on i; 
hr - Degree of coupling: Constraining effect of v, on u, 
All variables range f'rom 0 to 1. All parameters range froin 0 to 1 with the exception 
of A whose loiver bouncl is 0 and ivhose upper bound depends on the value of the 
other parameters. Tins v;ill be discussed in the following chapter. 
DYUA'MIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SIIELETOU ELE'AIEXTS 
After constructing the skeleton of the inodel, certain dynennir charactenstics of 
tlie elements (variables and paranieters) emerge The next step is to identifv these 
dynamic characteristics by exanuiung each of' tire eleinents and the nature of its role 
in the inodel The first model elenient to be considered is informs. tion 
I Inforniation - As ivas cliscussed in the previous chapter. information is an 
external input to the design process. It is not limited to any designer. Obviously, 
information is a crucial elenient of the design process. Through available 
resources, the designer learns more about the problem and possible solutions. 
'afore importantly, through the exchange of information, the designer may 
gain some insight to the problem which niay lead to soine innovative solution 
For instance, through a discussion witli a. colleague, the designer may see the 
problem from a completely different perspective. Afore subtle still, by watching 
out, a windoiv, some unrelated. natural activity- may catch the designer's eye 
and trigger an insight into his design problem. 
Information is the sole communication window between the design process and 
the environment. Since the flow of information from the environment to the 
designer is, for the most part, independent of the remainder of the design 
process, it does not vary with each iteration with any deterministic fashion 
and is therefore not a uanable. Rather. it is more of an external impulse on the 
design process. Within the context of the model, inf'ormation indirectly affects 
each design state variable by directly a+ecting specifi knowledge. Information. 
can be modeled as a sudden force which acts on specific knowledge. In the text 
of' the following discussion. the term 'knowledge' encompasses specific as well 
as general knowledge. 
2. Specific Knowledge — From tire model skeleton. there are two inputs into 
specific knowledge Iu other words, there are two sources of knowledge gain: 
through inlormation and through evaluation Based on evaluation of a proposed 
solution. those constraiuts which are uot satisfied coiue into focus and conse- 
quently clrive tire redefinition of the current problem (problem transformation) 
'tlany times, the ninount of knowledge gained through snrh a. process mav Ilot 
be significant. yet it niay enabl& us to see the problem in a comp)etch different 
way The same is true with the gain of knowledge througli available informa- 
tion. Although very little gain in the amount of knov&ledge niay not lead to 
tlie generation ol' neiv solutions. a. suiall transforniation in tlie perspective by 
ivhich the problem i. iiev eel mai yield a. host of iileas On the other baud. if 
a 1 lrge allloiiilt of knoivledge ls 'allied about one particular nieaus of solving 
the problem, it may tencl io block the consideration of other iueans to solve the 
problem 
Therefore, it may be more accurate to model knoivledge with two terms the 
aniount or depth of specific knowledge (represented as ki and the diversity or 
breadth of overall knov;ledge (represented as c) The broader the knowledge 
of a, designer, whether it be in a, particul&sr field or in general, the larger the 
pool of int'ormation the designer c&ui drav; upon to generate ideas to solve a 
given problem. IiIoreover, the more extensive the general knowledge of the 
designer, the greater the ability he has to think laterally and draw analogies 
between different processes. A 'broader picture' will enhance the ability of the 
designer to create innova. tive solutions. Depth of knowledge alone may not 
lead to the ability to 'scan' for solutions. In other words, a deep but narroiv 
knowledge (a designer who is very knowlegable in one area, but whose general 
engineering knowledge is limited). may lead only to the I'ormulation of solutions 
based upon very siinilar concepts. Such a. designer mav be easilv 'fixated' on 
one type of solution and la. ck the ability to diversif'y. A designer with &a high 
breadth of knowledge may be more productive in a brainstorming session. for 
3ii 
Table 2. General effects of breadth (o) and depth (k) of knowledge on concept 
formulation. 
Low k 
(sha)(ow knowledge) 
High k 
(deep knowledge) 
Low c 
(narrow field) 
(of knowledge) 
I. ninteresiing: 
sniall ability to generate 
concepts. 
Convergence: 
focusing upon one solution 
— positive if tnivards end of 
design 
- fixatiou if early in design 
process 
High o 
( broacl field ) 
(of knowledgei 
Divergence 
ivide but slialloiv 
— can 'enerate ideas but 
unable to develop fully 
Hivh Potential 
ivi de an d deep 
— abiltity to generate 
a. nd develop ideas 
exaniple Therefore, as sunimarized in table 2. the combination of different 
levels of depth and breadth ol' knowledge afFect the general ability of a, designer 
to generate conceptual solutions 
3. Goodness of Concept — The ivord 'concept' is itself a vaguely defined term 
and inay project niany diff'erent connotations. Here. a concept represents an 
idea or a principle upon which a, solution may be based. A concept is therefore 
a raw solution not yet applied to the specific design problem. The skill of a. 
designer in applying a concept to a specific problem will ultimately determine 
how good a, solution is, that is. how well the solution satisfies the constraints. 
The concept acts as a potential for a solution. Consequently, it can be modeled 
as a, potential energy term. 
In table 2. the ability of' a, designer to generate a. good solution is shown to be a 
function of the designer's specific (depth of) knowledge and general (breadth of 
knowledge). The concept is then transformed into a, proposed solution depicted 
by the set. of output variables. It is again noted that the output variables in 
figure 4 were those of a typical design siinatioiu In general, tlie output variables 
are uot limitecl to 'physical confi 'uration' anrl 'nianufacturing process' 
Degree of Constraints — The constraints affect the transforniation ol' concepts 
into solutions of tlie curreut solntions. As ivas discussed before. these constraints 
hmit, the nuntber of solutioiis wlllcll satisfy all the deslgll i'eqnirenients, By 
liniiting the possibl~ outconies. the ronstraints plai a ke& role in 'shaping' the 
general forni of the solutioti 
In sncli a. manner. they resenible dampcrs in a, dynamic system Just as dampers 
constrain the niotion of a. dynamic system, specifications coiist rain. the possible 
set of solntiolls. ( onstriunts, ili essence. dainp oilt sonic proposed soliiiiolis 
Arid gust as clampers tencl to proniote convergence nf dynamic systems io some 
steadv state or equilibrium positions. constraints tend to 'diiie' the design 
process toisards a sinnlar set of solutions Also, dampers tend to decrease the 
diiuension of a. chaotic attractor (see Appendix A for discussion oii the dimeusion 
of mt attractor j. Since in cliapter I, attractors have been shown to l&e analagous 
to a. set of proposed solutions, constraints play a sirrular role to dampers by 
decreasing the amount of solntions iihich satisfv tbe design requirements 
ru Output Variables — In the same ivay that the concept is inodeled as a 
potential energy tern&. . the output. variables. such as physical configuration and 
manufacturing process. may also be modeled as energy terms. For instance, the 
dynamics analogy of the concept being transformed into a set of output variables 
that. represent a proposed solntion. is the potential energy being transf'ormed 
into useful work. However, constraints limit the extent by which a concept can 
be applied to solve the design problem. The dynatnics analogy to this is that the 
constraints. acting as dampers. dissipate some energy during the transformation 
of potential energy into useful work. 
From the skeleton of the mathematical inodel, there are tivo types of constraints: 
the fixed constraints whicli the total set of requirements impose upon the 
solul, ion, and varying effective r'oustraints resulting front lite coupling bet&veen 
output variables The fixed constraiiits do not vary ivith the progression of 
the design &chile the varying constraints rlepend on the output variables In 
otlier i! orris. the degree of constraint that the manufacturing process iinposes 
upon the physical c!infiguration depenrls upou !vhat the inanufacturiug process 
is F!&rging, fnr instance. imposes different constraints titan investment casting 
Therefore, fix! d constraints can be iuodelerl as finrnc dampers, fiiuularly, since 
tire varyiiig constraints depend the variable that imposes thein. tliey can be 
inc deled as no»l!nror rlampers. 
Degree of Problem Transformation - After, i solutioii is proposerl, it 
ls eval!1!terl agaliisl tile specific!tloll. , 4 ipv;ill tire e'valiiatioli pi'ocess iii 
siinphfied manner. twn coiisequellcf. 's res!ill, li'oil& aii evaliiatioii f oils!riel' a 
designer s kno&cled 'e as sonic array each element in the array corresponding to 
a specific knoivledg! of a difi'erent field Imagine that the value of each element 
of the array corresponds to a height that represents the designer's rlepth of 
knoivledge in that area; consequently the rlesigner's distiubution of kno!vledge 
can be graphically representerl as a surface. Through eacli evaluation. some 
more appreciation of the problem is gained This results in an increase in 
tlie depth of knowledge to the elements of the array relevant to the overall 
design problem (the height of the surface in those areas). Also, through 
a change in perspective, the problem is transformed, consequently drawing 
upon diff'erent areas of the designer's knowledge (different elements of the 
array). Therefore, perspective acts as a. po~nter to the elements in the array 
of knowledge. As a, designer transforms the problem (views the problem front 
diff'creat perspectives). the specific knowledge he has about each new problem 
is different. 
The evaluation process draws attention to problems associated with a, proposed 
solution. In such a, inanner, the problem is transformed and a, new problem is 
. '5'5 
fornuilatecl that if solved, allov& s the designer to progress to«ards a solution to 
tlie overall probleni. Such triinsformattons niav lear] to increased iusight tnto tlie 
problem. Insight can thus be considered as an increase in knowledge tltroug(t 
probl en& t ran sfor ma t ious. 
OOXSTBI OTIOSE OF EC? PATIO'. sS 
t&Vith tlie skeleton which v as rlevelopecl in chapter . '5 ancl the present eccposttion 
of the ch&aractersttcs of tile critical elelliellts of the clpslgn process equatiolls clescrlbiti 
the funrlaniental pro& esses of rlesign have been deieloperi Analogies bet&vent the 
elenieltts of tile desigll pro& es. to those of dynainlr ssstelils &vere ttsecl t&i 1st tile 
fouudation for the utathematical rel&ationslups Equations tvhich «ere presented at 
the beginnin ol this chapter &vere tlten proposerl to depict th& geiierul depeurlence of 
each va. riable on its previous value, other variable~, and the process parameters y&ow 
some of the reasoning used in developing these equations v;ill be discussed 
In table 'h the ability of a designer to form good solutions was dependent on 
the depth of specific knowledge about tlte particular problem he «as solving and on 
lns general kno«ledge. C'onsidering the concept as aii«logoits to &L potelltlal pliergv 
term, the general characteristics of table 2 can be depicted by figure i. The depth of 
knowlege act, s as a magnitude while the breadth acts as an angle I'rom the horizontal 
plane. The total height (vertical component) represents the potential energy or as in. 
this case, the ability to generate a good solution. 
From this representation. the ability to generate a. good solution can be defined 
c, t = k, t sing 
Potential to 
Generate 
Good 
Concept 
k sift t)t 
0 
Figure I The abihty to generate a. good soiution as the height of' a vector whose 
inagnitude is depth of specific knowledge and ivhose angle (froni the 
horizontal) is breadth of knoivledge The horizontal axis has no significant 
meaning within the context of tins research. 
Possible formulations of equations representing the solution (output) variables cari 
then be cast as: 
u, i = c;~t(1 — di — bze;) + (1 — o;)u, 
t = c; t(1 — dz — btu, ) 
where o, is the degree of probleni tra. nsformation. 
Consider the typical case in which the physical configuration and manufacturing 
process are the two major concerns of a design solution. In this case, the output 
variables are ir. the goodness of the selected phvsical configuration. solution. anil r, 
the goodness of the manufac. raring process solution. Since the constraints were shown 
to be similar to darnpers they dissipate sonic ol' the energy being transformed froni 
tlie Potential energy terni (c) to the useful work terms (u. r ). s ote that cfr and d 
represent fixed damping r stemming from the total set of design requirements) iniposed 
on thc output variables. wlule 6i ancl hz are the coefficients of' the varying damping 
acting aniong tire ontpnt varrables. The first term in the first eqnation represents 
the transformation of a. c oncept to a, physical configuration. The more rigid the 
constraints on physical configuration. the higher is cfr Also, the iuore the pliysical 
configuration depends on the niarnifacturing process. the higher is 6z. Likervrse. if tlie 
ni;iriul'acturiug process is highly clependeut on tire physical confr~ ilrmloll. 6r sr ill be 
Igll If the c&utput cari;ibles were conipletely independent. 6i anil 6z v:ould be zercr 
representing the case rr'hen tire oiitput variables u ancl c do not c onstrarn e ich otlier 
The same is true of 6z. 'sow cousider the overall effects of coupling betrveen u anil r 
as reflected by tlie constrncteci relationshrps The better the proposed mamifactnring 
process satisfies the design requiretuents (lugher value of u). the less hkelv it is to be 
changed, and the more of a constraint it rnrr&oses upon u. 
The second term on the RHS of the equation 1' or u reflects the ivav the 
new physical configura. tion depends on the previous configuration. The variable ci 
represents the degree to rvhich the current probleni was transformed from the previous 
one. Thus, if the problem was not transformed to a completely different problem (o 
is low), it is very likely that the concept did not change much. and that the new 
configuration is similar to the previous one. The opposite is true when o is high. 
After a, solution is proposed. it is evaluated and again. the problem is transformed. 
This leads to a, proposed equation for cr as: 
(4) 
Tins equation presumes that when the solutions are good (u, c are high). there 
is little need for maJor prolaleni transformations. The ideal case occurs when u and i' 
corresponil to a perfect t solution and tliere is iio longer any need for further priablem 
transl'orniation. Equation 0 also clepicts the case ivhen the ideas geuerated anil the 
solutions propose&1 are very poor as refieited in Iow for u and i In such a situation. 
the designer is apt to completely change hts approacli and tri to view the problerii 
lrolil lleiv allcl different perspectives Tire sino terni represents the fact that a designer 
vvith a, greater breadth iaf knov;ledge is able to transform tlie problem to a, greater 
extent ivhereas a, desiifner v;ith a. narroiv scope of knoivledge is less able to transform 
the problem to one iiith c»npletely different physical basis 
The equation for specific kuoii ledge is based upon probabthsttc reasoning. 
Kheu there is little transformation in the problem such that the current prioblcm 
being addressed is similar to the previous one. the designer's specific knoii ledge of 
the problem does not change much. Therefore. ii' the designer's knowledge of a certain 
problem is deep (k is high!, then it should remain high for a. related problem Hovever 
if tlie transforniation is large to thc extent that tlie neivly defined probleui is mucli 
different, then it is probable that the designer's knowledge is lower for a, cninpletely 
different probleni. Tire opposite is also true. If for one problem the designer's depth ot' 
knowledge is la. cking, it is probable tha. t if the problem is t. ransformed to a completely 
different one, his knowledge will be higher. This rationale is depicted in table 3. 
Table 3. The variation of specific knowledge. k. as a, function of its previous value 
and the degree of' problem transfortnation from i to i —, I, a 
Low k, 
. High k, 
Low a; k; i is low k, i is high 
High a, , k, i is high k, i is low 
The folloiving equation wns tlie simplest equation to portray the general char- 
acteristics in table g 
k, i=A(k, — o) 
svhere A is n. 'gain' parnmetcr represeuting the designer's ability tn learn If k, , » hioli 
nnd cu is high, then the sqiiare of the difi'erence of. k, arid eu is losv nnd therefore )n 
is loiv This eqnat!on models the eneral ti'encl of the otlier thrc e cases in ta)sl& J. 
I'lie squared dill'erence is utilized to produce only positive quantities representiug the 
diflerence betv een tlie vnrinbles 
Fl'RTHER DEs ELOPXIEXT OF THE AIODFI. 
Through equations (I-:! h tlie niodel crudelv portras s some of the fundainental 
relationships betsveen the critical design variables. Hosvever. it has a. few shortconiings 
and therefore further developntent of the niodel v, as needed. First and foreuiost, 
attemptuig to describe the saination of spemfic knov ledge as n function of the clegree ot' 
probleni trnnsforniation ivas difhcult. The equation for k in tlie model discussed above 
is based purelv on the probability of the designer's knowledge iucreasing or decreasing 
with respect to the specific knowledge of the previous problem. If n designer's general 
knowledge is considered a large array witli each position in the array representing a 
different field of knowledge. then the value nt each position depicting the amount of 
specific knowledge corresponing to that field. It may be convenient to picture this 
array as a plane with the specific knowledge values forming a contour map over the 
plane. Corresponding to a specific knowledge. ci then becomes the pointer to the 
position of the array corresponding to a, specific field. It is then obvious tliat, such a. 
map is very different for each designer and that it may be difficult to find a, general 
characteristic common to how the specific knowledge of any designer varies v-ith the 
degree of problem transformation. 
3g& 
Also. the manufa( turing process variable, i, ivas treated diff'erently thau u by 
not being a variable of itself. However, ivben considered carel'ully. in many cases tire 
nianul'acturing process itself is clesigncd. As a matter of fact, aii entire clesign problem 
may focus on the design of a. manufactiuing process to 1'abricate some structure This 
may often be the case. for exantpjc. ivhen designing with composite tnateriajs (lib 
Therefore. tlie dynainics of the output variable. i'. should be siniilar to u 
Tlie approach taken to addres. some of the problems ivith the first model 
(ei]uaiiolis I-g) centered aronlld tiic& iilaill act&o&1~ I'irstlv. tile equation for i i. 
now ivl'it ten siicll that it is sllllll il' t oi! 
1 ii'& (&t il &, I j 1 
However. it soon becon&es ei ident that it may be siinpler and. more ineaningful 
to gust combine the tivo output variables and replace thein with one variable iiluch 
represents the goodness of the applied solution in general. This ness variable. called z. 
«ill noir encompass the entire applied solution (configuration manul'acturing proces. =. 
and any other relevant aspect of the solutions). 
Secondly. consider a bet ter representation of hoiv specific knowledge cartes ivltli 
problem transf'ormation which overcome souse of thi. awkv ardness of equation 
namely, consider: 
If o = O. o, it signifies no change in specific knowledge. As ia approaches 1. the second 
term in the equation is negative and k decreases. The terms k and (1 — kj in the 
second term impose a bound on the range of k from 0 to 1. Since the first term of 
the RHS is k„ the equation essentially describes (lr, i — )3 = f(k&, rr, )) the change. 
in specific knowledge (Dk) as a fiinction of problem transformation. Thus n takes 
on a, slightly different, meaning. iiiow it represents a pointer to the cliange of' specific 
knowledge. The model now evolves to. 
c( ! A( ! sir!a 
z, i =- c, ! ( I — ct — br, . ) — ( 1 — a, ), i, 
= — ( () . fi —, i. , i ) s i n o 
Although this uiodel offers several iiclvautages over the First model of equations 
1-». somi u eirkncsscs stffl remain The neiv k(k, , a, ) equation is more meaningful 
sinci it depicts the gaiii and loss of specific knowleclge, rather !han th& absolute spe- 
cifiic kuowledge Hoivever. thc equation a)si& introduces two neii probleins firstly. 
the equatloll for a. !liny liat suit i! s llew role iii deterlilltlln tile chauge 111 spci ific 
knowledge. Afore iniportantly lioirever. the equation for lc iniposes unclesircil cii- 
naniics upon the model. As k increases. c and z increase further, tluis increasuig k. 
Tire opposite is also true. Therefore. k wi)) either approach u or it w&11 approach l, 
depencling on tlie initial conditions. 
1. ntil this point, tire shortconungs nf niost of the nioclels which were s!udied 
centered arouncl the definition of a and k and the relationship between them. This 
issue became the focus of furtlier development. 
The degree of problem transfoiunation (a) may not be the most meaningful 
variable to convey the dynamics of the evaluation process. Also. it is very difFicult 
to describe how the specific knowledge of the designer varies with degree of trans- 
formation. iVhen considering the variables. problem transf'ormation. a, and specific 
knowledge, k, together, their roles were to portray the gain or loss of knowledge as a 
function of the proposed solutions and the design process parameters. In other words. 
they were to characterize the amount of insight the designer has into the current de- 
sign problem. Kith this in mind. a variable t) defined as a, measure of insight into the 
problem. is best introduced to replace a. Basically, insight in the context of' design 
is the knowledg'e gained fzom the simplication of ilie problein bi viewing it from a 
difl'erc. iit perspective ( I'i. 
3oii that tt is definecl as a, measure of' insight, tire dependence of k on 6 is nnich 
sinipler ancl inori identifiable. In fact, there really is no need f' or a separate variable 
h describing specific knnwledge, One innre variable and corresponding equation cau 
be elinunated from the niodel. Now the probleut of defining hoiv 6 is» 1'unction of the 
other iariables and parameters nuist be addressezl There are several straight-forv;ard 
relationships betiveen tt, c. and r that can be readili izlentified. For example. alt hongh 
it is a rare occurence, sometimes a designer inav stumble upon a good configuration 
alt lloilgll lit s cnllcppt ls pooi'. 1. poll evaliiii'tloil. liovi pvei'. ail efiecii ve clesi gilt I' ii ill 
galil ilislgllt hy identifyiug tire reasons iiby the configuration is good. In. ntl«z words. 
tire oocl designer will extract the underlyin concept behind thc ood coiifiguiatiou. 
This new insight mav allov liim to generate a, better configuration f'rom tlie identifiecl 
concept or it uiay kick hint into a, ii hole neiv fanuly of concepts. 
In fact. a, designer niay gaiii more frnin evaluating a good configuzatiou origi- 
nating froni a poor concept than the converse situation. a poor ioiifiguratu-n from a 
good concept. The reasoning behind tins argument is that siuce the generation of a. 
configuration is our final objective, it is the ultimate form of' insight. Often a. designer 
may have a good concept ivhich he then finds difficult to apply towards a solution. 
For instance, a, designer may have a good idea to solve some given problem. However, 
he may find that new problems are posed by the constraints which were not apparent 
to him before, since he is noiv approaching the solution in a different manner. In other 
words. the concept is a, basis for a, solution: a good c'oncept provides high potential 
for a good coufiguratiou. However. a good configuration is a solution which satisfies 
the constraints and solves the design problem, thus providing a, clearer understanding 
of' the principles which are involved in the solution of' the problem. Theref'ore a good 
configuration serves as a strong source of insight. 
A final observation is made before arriving at tlie equation related to insiglit. 
Although tire generation of' a, good concept and a goo«1 configuration are an indication 
of the designer's insight into the problein. the designer will not gain niiiih more insight 
on«e he lias a soliition f' or the problem. Tins case represents high insight bnt loiv gain 
of insight In the opposite case. a poor concept and configuration indicate lov: iusight, 
and also lead to a low gain of uisight Froni th«above charac terisitics. the fol(oiving 
sllilple equation for H. t lie gain of insight. i an be ii rit ten. 
~t — ! ri --1( I ci — 1/ 
The neii definition and equation for (f also depict another «liaracterisitic of 
the «lesi u process i«loch the previous models could not portray. insioht into tlie 
problem is alwais raine«1 Even if the knowledge of the designer niay &le«rease i«hen 
tile probleni is trausfornied. tlie over'all iilsight lie llas iiito (lie plobleln is a(ways 
1 Il C I' e a. s i 11 g . 
The neiv equation is hich represents the ability to generate a goo«1 solution 
becomes: 
c ': i( I — cl — z( l(«, Hg sine ) 
ii here, t and ci are paranieters which relate to the designer's ability to learn froin evaiu- 
ation and apply insight, and the designer's general breadth of knowledge, respectively. 
i(i ranges from 0 to 
& 
while A ranges from 0 to approximately 3. depending on the 
other parameter values. This range is determined by the extreme values of' A that, 
still bound the model's dynamics. The constant. d remains to measure the degree 
of constraints imposed by the specifications and ranges from 0 to I where 0. 05, for 
instance. may mean low constraints and 0. 4 means rigid constraints. 
In the first discarded model, c was defined as k sirirfi such that Ac = 3k sine. 
Since H now represents a. change in knowledge, ii. the second term in paranthesis in 
the new equation for c is smiilar to c —, Dc. In other words, the neiv concept is a. 
f'unction of' the old concept and the new iusight gained The (1-rf- r j terin is needed iu 
the equcltlon to characterize thnt a ood configuration. may also hinder the designer 
front generating new concepts since it proniotes fixation 
nicxt. consider the modified equa. tion f' or the applied solntioni 
w, i = r:, i(1 -- ri'(1 — c, i( — (t, ) 
This equation is sin»hir to those of previous model~ Here. tlie insight terui. 
|t rlirectly nfi'ccts tire npplirntion of a. solution as it does the concept. The j 1-cj 
terni multiplierl to d adds n. ne« fent»re As the. problem is trnnsfornierl the eRect 
oi tlie constraints in»i vari t large gain in insi lit uidir ates that the problem has 
been tl'allsfol'Illcrl siicll tll it tile eflects of the collstl'alllts ls iilllillxilzerl Iii tile silat't 
brake systeni exrunple disciisserl in chapter 4. when the problem wa, rlefined as ri 
device to sloiv the utotion of tlie slinft. wear immediately her nine a problem siiice the 
sperificntions required long life Tire probleui of wear severely hriuts the total set of 
possible solutions It v'as only when the pxoblem ivas transfornied to its iuost basic 
or critical i'orin, removal of energy from tlie shaft. that a large host of r'onfig'urations 
were made possible. Iu other iiords. nltho»gh the life constraint irns fixerl, its effects 
on the design process vnry iiuth the defimtion of the problein and the concept. If 
the problem was boiled don n to the solution of wear, the life specification heavily 
constrained the possible solutions. However. when the problem was transfornied to 
the removal of energy from the shal't, the problem of wear was avoided altogether 
which lessened the constraining efFect of the design requirements. This made many 
more solutions possible. 
After redefining 8 as the gain of' insight. the problems of attempting to depict 
absohite specific knowledge were eliminated. Also, since 6 is always positive. the 
insight into the poblem is alv;ays increasing which had been difficult to simulate with 
the variable k and the older definition of & (degree of problem transformation(. 
Again the I'inal model beconies 
c, . i = A(1 — d — z, )(c, + I), sino) 
. r, =- c, () — d(l — c, t) — ()r) ( IO) 
6, i =z, i(1 — r. , i) 
Note that the initial v;ilues of the vari&ables represent the be inning of tire design 
process. For example, &. the gain of insight from the evaluation of a solution. is set to 
rJ cat the start of tire proces. 'The value ol' c ivill represent the zooclness of the initial 
concept. ii. bile the imtial value of z is calculated 
Besicles. those already discussed. tllr'rp care several other advantages to tins 
niodel over the others. (lost important is its ability to capture the fundamental 
characterisitics of the design process in a simple set of three equations 
Consider the resemblence betiveen the prr sent, three variable model and Ilarch's 
scheine of the design process (see figure 8). '%larch attempts to depir't. design as a 
continuous sequence between three rational processes. The equation of, r from c 
denotes the creation and embodiment of a so)ution I'roni a concept. Tins is essentially 
what lilrarch identifies to be production, or as he sometimes rel'ers to it, abduction. 
Once a, proposed solution is generated, it is analyzed. In %larch's scheme, tins is a. 
deductive process since we use our factual knowledge of physical princples to analyze 
a, proposed solution and its functional characteristics. Finally, through the results 
of evaluation ol' a, proposed solution. we generalize and draw inferences to increase 
our knowledge of the overall problem. This is represented in the model by the use of 
gained insight, 6, to fornnilate new concepts. 
By manipulating the equations of the model. one equation may be elimiimted. 
From the third equation. an expression for I( can be obtained and substituted into 
the second and third equations which will ultimately yield a two equation model 
The tivo equatioiis can be & ousiclered a. iuathematical uiodel depicting the 
pro&'esses occuring in Janssou's tivo space a&heine j see figure &J). The first, equation 
represents ' eneralizaiion'. tire moieuient front configuration space to concepts space 
The secoud equation portrays 'rea)izattov. '. thc niovement froiu coucept space to 
& onfigura, tion spa. ce. 
Production 
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Figure 8. Three variable model and how it fits within arfarch's depiction 
In the next chapter. a brief mention oi' the dynanucs of the model trill be 
included along with an interpretation as related to design. 
Reahzauon 
Concept Space Configuration Space 
Abstraction 
Figure g Reduced tsco cariahle model and how it fits wtthin Jausson's scheme 
CHAPTER, V 
THE DYNAMICS OF THE MODEL 
The behavior of a nonlinear dynanuc si steiumay vary drastically clepending on the 
values of its parameters and the intitial conditions The model to be studied is a 
discrete niapping as opposerl to a set of continuous difierential equations For a given 
set of paraiueier values. the dynamic behavior is displayed in a tivo ihmeusional plane 
o{' paired state variables 
The effects of the tire& parai»eters. I g. o. and dj ivill be examined to test the 
ability of the ntodel to sinnilate general cliaracteristics of the desigu process The 
plots represent the in»ps cf c. tire ability of' the ilesigner to euerate goocl coucepts. 
and x, tlic goodiiess of the sul»tiou Althongh. the nature of the attractors exl»bited 
by the niodel will be discussed later. a general guide to the interpretation ol' the maps 
are as follov;s: 
U hen the niodel settles onto a fixed point or set of fixed points v;here tlie 
iiiagnitudes of c or z are relatively loiv. this represents a state ol' design fixation. 
When the model settles onto a. fixed point or set of fixed points where c and z 
are relatively high. this represents the convergence onto a, good solution 
A chaotic regime of the model represents a dynamic design process iu which 
each idea, leads to another new idea. . 
iVote that appendix A which contains a discussion of the basic underlying 
mechanisms behind chaos and terminolog1 relevant to this research has been added 
for the convenience of the reader. Consider first the plotted maps of the final model 
for three different cases of A (low, medium. and a high) for the same values of o and 
d (cj = 50, d = 0. 15) in figures 10 — 1'2. 
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Figure 10 'Afap of case . 3=2. 0. m=50. d=0. 1& 
A = 2. Ci 
For this value of A, the model yields a fixed point (fixed points will be circled 
to differentiate them front transient points). Since the values of c and z are low (not 
close to 1). this case represents that the process has converged onto a, poor solution as 
a, result of an early fixation. . This means that the design process has converged onto 
one set of ideas or solutions which do not satisfy the design all of the requirements. To 
jump out of such a state. some action nrust be taken, such as viewing the problem from 
a different perpective and change the approach entirely or seeking more information 
that may increase insight into the problem. In terms of the model, the process will 
remain at, that point until an external input perturbs the system or the paranteter 
0 
0 
0. 24 0. 22 0. 88 0. ~ 0 O. ll 002 0. 82 0. 88 0. 80 
Figure 11. Aiap of case, t=' . ", o=g0, d=l). l. j 
values are changed. In either the model or an actual design situatron, some sett ce 
change is required to kick the process out of a fixated state. 
A = '2. 2 
For the same Oo and d. when the value of A is increased to 2. '2. a. bifurcation 
occurs and the system converges onto a period-2 regime. This may correspond to a. 
designer with a greater ability to learn from the process of evaluation and problem 
transformation. Under the general conditions depicted by the other parameters, such 
a designer may arrive at two proposed solutions. The right - top point represents a 
better solution than the one arrived at by the designer of case A = 2. 0. 
0 
O 
C. 7 o. e 
F&gure l2 Afap of case: 1=. 2. 6, o=g0, d=0. 15 
3 = 20 
A designer whose Iearnrng ability corresponds to a. A = 2. 6 has a greater ability 
to visit more and better solutions. The attractor depicted in this case is chaotic in 
which each point yields another nesv point. At this stage, the exact meaning of' the 
shape of the attractor is undetermined; however. it is apparent that this designer is 
able to generate more concepts and not become fixated on any one solution but to 
learn from the evaluation process and propose other solutions. 
5!! 
'Bow consider the effect of paraineter 8 for A =- ". 8. d — 0. 25 (figures 13 — 15) 
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Figurc l. '3. %lap of case 2=" 8, p=40. d=U. "5 
p = 40 
I nder the general conditions depicted by A = 2. 8, d = 0225, the case in which 
the designer's breadth of knowledge corresponds to p = 40 results in two solutions. 
Again, as was the case with A, the plots will demonstrate the effects of different values 
of p. In this study. absolute values of o have not yet been correlated with a. specific 
level of breadth of knowledge. 
01 
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Figure 14. %lap of case; 1=2 H, a=00. d=0. 20 
o= 00 
As the diversity of the designer's knov;ledge increases, greater number of solu- 
tions are generated. Also. ssnce such a, designer's breadth of knosvledge allosvs him to 
attack the problem from many different perspectives, he is able to generate a svrder 
range of solutions, some of which are better than those generated by the o =. 40 
designer. 
o 
O 
O 
0. 1 0. 2 0. 2 0. 0 0. 7 
Figure II X'lap of case. 4=2. 8. o=60. d=0. '&g 
o=gIO 
A greater c'I further increases the number and the range ol' goodness of the 
solutions notice it is not the absolute goodness but rather the rIrngc of the solutions 
that increases with the breadth of' knowledge of the designer. This implies that such 
a designer has the ability of visiting a greater variety of solutions rn general. This 
seems reasonable since the designer whose knowledge is more diverse is able to identify 
approaches to the solution oi' the problem. It is thus expected that he can generate 
a. wider spectrum of solutions. 
F&nally. th& efi'ects nf parameter d will be exanunccl (fi ures lo 18). 
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Fi 'ure lfi. gdap of case A='b3, o=lj0. d=l). (j» 
The first situation poses a, problem which is loosely constrained with a, designer 
described by A = 2. 3, o = GO. Because of the low value of d. it is easy for thss designer 
to generate many alternatsves for such a, problem. The process is chaotic representing 
that the design is in a, fruitful state of divergence at the conceptual level. Notice that 
the process now visits more points of high c and z which depict proposed solutions 
which satisf'y the design requirements to a greater extent. 
00 
Figure li. . 'iiap of case: I=2:3. o — 00, d=0 10 
d = 0. 10 
Consider now the case of a. more constrained problem with the same designer. In 
this case, he is able to generate fewer solutions which satisfy the constraints posed by 
this new problem. Although the design process may also be chaotic in this situation 
the dimension of the attractor is less than in the previous case for d=0. 05. Ii the 
dimension of the attractor can be viewed as a measure of creative productivity, a. 
sparser attractor signifies a, less I'ruitful process. The analogy between constraints 
and dampers is made more apparent through this case. Increasing the damping 
decreases the dimension of the attractor. 
oo 
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Figure Ig. Ilap of case: I=2. 3, a=60, d=0. 25 
d = 0. 20 
The constraints in tlus situation pose a more difflcult problem for the dessgner. 
The problenr is constrained in such a. way that the designer depicted by I 2. 3. o 
60, is not as capable of' productive lateral thinking. 
Again note that these plots only represent the case of 'an isolated' desi0ner 
with no available resources. In the dynamic sense, these plots only reflect the steadr 
state cases and do not vet show the transient, effects of new information and other 
transients caused by continuously changing parameters. 
nlficf gglOh XXD SI. hfdf. s, IIX. nP IIEBI Z, Tg 
The general results geuerated using the present niathematical moc)el of the 
clesign process confirin those fundamental relationships which wc re identified in the 
c)ualitative model skeleton. Alost obvious is the dampening nature of the constraints 
(paranieter rl) oii the dynanucs of the design process A. desigii problem n&ode)ed witli 
a verv Ir»v paranieter d (low degree of constraints) mai lead to good solutions ) iiigh & 
ancl r ) without reqiurrng high A and o parameter values. In other ivords. very siniple 
aui) barely constrained problenis iuay not require the abihty to scan a broad raii 'e 
ol. 
' 
solutious as niuch as higlily constrained problenis The coiiverse. as shoivn hy thc 
model. is also trite It takes desi 'ners iiit)i broader knoivledae and a greater;i)»litv 
to fruitl'ally learn from problein triinsforuiaiions to solve problems iv)uc)i are highli' 
c 0 11 s t i' at 1 i e d . 
The types of beliavior expected to be exhibited by the niodi 1 iiiay be categor&zed 
by the folloiving types of attractors 
l. Period-n - representing a. periodic regime The n point niaps back to the first th 
Closed Or'nit — representing a, quasiperioc1ic regime Xo points inap back to ani 
previous point 
3. Strange — representing a. chaotic regime. 
Each iteration of the model represents a cycle through the skeletal (qualitative) 
model discussed in chapter o. Therefore, each iteration of the model represents the 
identification and definition of a problein, the formulation of an idea. or conceptual 
solution. and the application and embodiment of the concept to a configuration 
within this context. when the model converges to a fixed point, it translates into 
one of two different situations: either a, solution which satisfies the requirements, or a 
point of Prahon. Bei'ore proceeding further, consider the difference between a solution 
and a, point of fixation. In both cases, the designer will be converging onto a single 
state or set of states. Perhiips tlie only difference betv:een the tiio cases is that the 
convergence onto a. good solution» desirnble. On the other hancl, the convergence due 
tn fixation is undesirable since tire state of tire design nt that point does not represent 
n scslution uhich satisfies the requirements Hence. both situations aie u;iturnlly 
clepicted bi: a, fixed point. liowever, the nature of tlie fixed point differentiates the 
two cases. In hxation. the "oodness of the concept and configuration, represented by 
tile 'i aliles of c' slid i', ls llot silfllcielli to fol'Ill all act ilnl solittloil to tile problenl. At 
this poillt ill tile i'esearcll. tile relatii e values ol c nlld n' \vlllcll represellt a. solutioii 
thnt satisfie~ nll tlie requirenients lin ' not yet been deteinttned. 
To et oiit of n iles»n hxaiion. some tiirced external action. usually in the forni 
of:i cleclsloll to clinll e sonlethin»n tlie npproacli to tfie solution nuist be tnkei, 
Tins is usnnlly clone by vieiviug nncl attackiu the probleni irom a different angle nud 
re-exninining liow tlie probleni is definecl. Perhaps tlic problem is clefined in such a 
wny that there are too many constraints on the solution Perhaps a pre-conceived 
notion of a, solution must be discarded and the solution re-npproached 'from s&. ratcli' 
The best ivay to jump out of a fixated state is usually to transf'orm the probleni and 
study it from n. diff'erent, ntigle Tlie situation is tire sallle ivllell the niodel depicts 
n, fixated state; soliie exterilnl llllplilse iilusi be iilpiit, to tile process or else it will 
remain in. a, fixa. ted st. n. te. 
The wnys by which this can be done in the model correspond closely to an 
actual design situation. One possibility is to change the pnranieters representing 
some change in the design team, perhaps the addition of a new member. Another 
way is to impose a, shift in 6 corresponding to some gain in knowledge from available 
resources (information) or from a, transformation in the problem. This represents the 
gatn of insight through consultation with another person or through relevant research. 
Consider the extreme opposite case. Richen the model. f' or certain values of the 
paraineters, yields a, chaotic attractor. it represents a very dynamic design process. On 
a map, a chaotic attrnctor will appear ns a, large set of scattered points which do not 
forru any Euclidean geonletncnl shape (point. Iiue, or err&le& yet nre not ranclonlly 
distributed. In a &hnotlc;it tractor. eacli po&nt or state vields n new and d&fferent 
stnte. Iu other ivords. encl& point mny correspond to a. difterent solut&on or a &hffprent 
state cf one iolut&ou. Iu tli& dyunn&ics sense. such n case represents a d&ver eut 
pro& ess In des&gn. this trruislates ro the exploration of mult&pie nvenues for n. solutiori. 
For insln. uc&'. 'I productive bra&astor'nllllg sesslclll ls;-I good exnulple ot' n chaotic Or 
dii erg'ent process since one iden. u&ny lend to the geueration of nnother idea. . 
Oiv. &I specul'it&oil ls ruiide of how pel'lodlc regllues nl'e rin'Ilogous to des&xi& ln 
the str&ctest sense. a re inle Of' pcl&Od&city n &I&picts cn spr&nl evoli&lion fr'Oil& point I 
to '2 to . n. bncl& 1 o I and so Ou. Hi&we& er it is inrportnnt tn &iote that the enr!re . . et 
of porllts constitute si siri le, 'ittriic'tor since ally nearby trr&1ectori lttrncted !0 nnc of 
the fixed point» iv&11 not star at that point; rather. &t will cylce among th&- » points 
Otherii ise, it mny be v rongly trauslnted into &&iie proposed solution (nttrnctorl leadrn 
to another proposed solution (nttrnctor) nnd so on Insteail. the entire set ot' tates 
coexist ns a single attractor. In other words, they nre not to be cons&dered ns separate 
autonomous stntes but as a. collection. of points Ivhich represent n, single s'tate 
ashen 
a periodic attractor is iuisinterpreted as a senal sequence of autonomous 
fixed points. &t becomes difficult to nlatch it to a. desi n s&tuation. Hoivever, i&hen the 
u fixed points in a period-n attractor are cons&dered as an entity. they may represent 
the situation when n simultaneous solutions have been proposed. In this sense, the 
set of solutions exist in a. single design state. Another interesting observatron can be 
ma. de. A dynnmic system with a, ny one set of parameter values may have multiple. 
say m. attractors. The one which the system will approach &s solely a funct&on of 
the initial conditions. This situation is different from a single period-n attractor since 
here. each point or set of points constrtuting an attractor is autonomous. If for &n given 
set of' initial conditions, one of the m attractors are approached, it translates to the 
des&gn situation in vvhich the designer is approaching a proposed solution and may be 
unaware of the other (m — I) solutions. This is in contrast uith a period-n attractor 
in which the designer has generated a sit of n alternative solutions To clsrit'y this 
further, for a. giveu set of paraiiieter valnes, the model niay have I' or instance, m = 3 
attrictors. tiio fixed points ancl oue period--I attractor. For a. given set of initial 
co»diti&&ns, the system (designer j may approacli any otic of tlie attractors. In other 
words, lie mav approacli ~ither of the fixed points (single proposed solutions l or the 
period-0 attractor (a state of fo«r coexisting alternatives 1. When considered in this 
manne . a. period-n attractor is one set of simultaneously existing soliitions Therefore. 
a. higli periodicity attractor natnrally represents a para(le( search for solutions. 
. Yn obvioiis general con& lusion may be draivn from the behavior of the inodel 
b, constdenng t!ie c'ase oi a. fixatecl state clepicted liy;i hxed poiiit of' loiv r auil . r 
on the niap. This coiild happeu quite freqneutly in the case of a lu hly coiistraiuecl 
probleni. However. the clesired destin;ition for the!lesigner is c»point cf big(i c arid z 
C'onsnler noii the routes ivhich mai lead froin the hxateci point nt tractor to ta point 
attractor representing, a eood solution. 
1. Sonic change in the variables. an externally imposed shift in (( denoting gain 
ol' ini'orination through insight for exaniple. may kick the systein ont of tlie 
fixatecl point attractor and uito the basin of iittrnction of the solution point 
attractor, 'vote that a basin of attraction is the set of all initial couditious that 
w'ill ultimately lead a, dynamic system to a given attractor (see appendix. Ah 
2. A change in parameters which pushes the system into a chaotic regime such 
that a number of di(ferent points are visited. When it reaches a good solution 
(a point of high c and r). another change in parameters can push the systein 
back to convergence, this tinie on the solution point attractor. 
3. A change of parameters might cause an unstable periodic regime to to collide 
ivith a chaotic attractor resulting in a sudden expansion of the chaotic attractor 
and possibly encompassing a. set of' good solutions. In modern dynamic tlieory, 
this is called an interior crisis. 
The last tvco paths ntay shed some light on the lobal rol» chaos plavs in the design 
process, ('haos niap be vieiied as a, rout» f' or 1urnptng from a fixated state to a. good 
solution In other &cords, through the dynanucs of cliaotic behavior. the process iuay 
visit poiuts vvhich represent gi&od design solutions 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
Design is clearly an extremely complex. process. As uas discussed in the 
introduction, there is ample evidence to suggest that strong sinnlarities exist between 
tlie design process and chaotic dyiialillc systems. And since the simplest of chaotic 
systems can exhibit complex. unpredictable behavior, chaos may provide a. means 
to mathematically model the general dynamics of the design process v ith simple 
equations. 
After. identifying the critical factors tliat I'orin the underlying structure ol'design. 
some simple equations were written describing the processes between them. The 
approach taken viewed the design process from a, global perspective. Instead of 
attempting to model all of tire specific details, only the most fundamental processes 
common to all levels of design were considered. 
If the model is sound in its description of the tundamental processes. and is 
capable of displaying chaos, the complex behavior of the model may intrinsically 
describe the complex behavior of the design process. From studying such a model, 
not only will we gain much insight into the dynamics of the design process, but we 
may be able to draw some general conclusions about the most effective and efficient 
ways to approach the solution to a, design problem. From the model, for instance, ive 
may learn, for a, problem with a certain degree of constraint, when to scan for general 
concepts and when to focus and develop a, concept, when we may not have ample 
resources, and when the process is no longer sensitive to external information. 
Also, since there is order much order in the unpredictable behavior of chaotic 
systems, we may be able to identify certain order within the complexity of design 
which may further enhance our understanding of the process. For chaotic dynamic 
systeins, this order is reflected, for example. in tlie specific shape and fractal dimen- 
sion of the attractor; the specific routes to chaos through various types of bifurcations 
alld various vvell recognized phenomena of sudden changes such as crises and inter- 
mitt. encies. 
FURTHEB RESEARC'H 
1. The next logical step is to develop a. basi~ and method io quantify the values 
of the parameters and initial conditions of the iariables, a designer's breadth of 
knoivledge. for instance, nnist be quantified and represented as a single nuniber 
from 0 to:„" Once a techniqne is devised to assess the values of the parameters 
and variables, the model may be used to evaluate actual design activities arid 
provide a nieans by ivhich to guide the designer's course of action. 
2. Now that the initial model has been generated, sonae tests may be conducted 
to generate feedback on the validity of the model. Some carefully planned 
experiments mal be designed to verif'y tlie ability of the equations to model 
actual design activities. The feedback may then be used to modify the equations 
ancl increase the accuracy of the model. The details of the intricate dynamics 
exhibited by the model are yet to be analyzed. For instance, the causes for the 
exact shape, size, and dimension of the attractors must be determined 
3. Many questions remain to be answered. For example, what is the significance of 
quasiperiodic behavior, yet another possible attractor? Quasi-periodic behavior 
constitutes a relevant aspect of multi-dimensional maps which result in rich, 
complex behavior. How is it related to the design process? What is the 
significance of the exact size and shape of an attractor? Through more study 
of the model and of conducted experiments, the relevence of these issues may 
be determined. 
4. Although sell'-sinnlarity is one of the properties that led to tire investigation of 
chaotic equations to inodel the design process, its role in the design process has 
not yet been determined. 
crises is a sudden change in the size and dimensiou of a, chaoti~ a, ttractor 
resulting f'rom a, parameter change Front the perspective of design, a crisis 
signifies when nev; solutions are generated nr existing ones are discarded. 
Further study of crises as related to design may reveal other advantageous 
features of the moclel in describing cliaracterisitics of the desigu process 
~'i The whole process of developin & the qualitative and mathematical tnodel in tins 
stuclv v as in itself' a, desivn process Therefore. it may proie inter& sting and 
insightful to view the construc tion of the model iii retrospect and deterinine its 
evolution within the context of the niathematical inodel 
Although this researcli started ivith exploring the use of chaos to niathematically 
model the design process. the model reveals that chaos may be a clesirable mechanisnt 
to achieiing good design solutions. The role of chaos inay then shift froni the 
descriptive role of depicting the complex activities of the design process with simple 
equations to the prescriptive role of providing a, route to good design solutions Once 
the techniques are developed to assign parameter values to actual design situations, 
the model may serve as a 'monitor' to the design process. A&ith such a. powerful tool. 
the ultimate goal of f'uture research is to determine how to achieve the change in 
parameters which will lead to chaos in an actual design situations. 
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APPENDIX A 
BRIEF OVERVIEW OF NONLINEAR 
DYNAMICS AND CHAOS 
BEHAVIOR OF NONLINEAR SYSTE'AIS 
Before overviewing relevant nonlinear dynamics theory, some basic terminology 
imist first be introduced. rVhen studying a. dynamic process, we are usually interested 
in the time evolution of the system. Often, a dvnamic svstem is niodeled as an n' 
order differential equation which can be reduced to a set of n first orcler differential 
equations. The set of first order differential equations is termed a flotic One common 
technique to visualize a flow is by plotting a state variable against its time derivative. 
This is known as a phase space diagram (gl . For any initial conditions, the curve 
describing the time evolution of' a system in phase space is called a, phase tragectory. 
A set of phase trajectories is a. phase portrait (see figure 19. ) 
Viewing a phase portrait for flows of three dimensions or higher may become 
confusing. Henri Poincare (lcJl devised a method whereby an arbitrary plane section 
is constructed to intersect a. three dimensional flow (or a 3 dimensional subspace of a. 
flow). Each time the flow intersects the plane, it will appear as a point. Each point 
will then 'map' onto another point where the flow next intersects the plane. The set 
of points on such a plane is termed a. Poincare section (see figure 21). A 3 dimensional 
flow can thus be represented by a two dimensional iterative mapping. 
The fixed points of a, system executing small motions about a, static equilibrium 
position are the equilibrium positions. In linear dynamic systems, the fixed points can 
be categorized as stable fixed points, unstable fixed points, saddle points, or centers 
and foci. The nature of the fixed points can be determined by the charactensrttc 
exponents of the system. How the characteristic exponents are calculated will not be 
separatrices 
Figure 19. Phase Portrait of a simple pendulum where 6 is the angle from the verucal 
and 6 is its tsme derivative. From ig) 
Table 4. 
feature 
ol' fixed points of 2D linear systems. 
Real(p) Imaginary( p ) Nature of Fixed Point 
+ 
+ and 
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none 
none 
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Figure 20. 2D Linear system fixed points. From (18) 
discussed here. Suffice it to say that an n-dimensional system has n characterisitic 
exponents for each fixed point. Table 4 summarizes the nature of fixed points of a two 
dimensional system as related to the characterisitic exponent (p). Figure 20 depicts 
the different types of fixed points. 
F&gure 21. Points on a Poincare section. From l20) 
An unstable fixed point repels nearby trajectories and can thus be termed a 
repellon A stable fixed point. on the other hand, 'attracts' nearby trajectories. The 
existence of an attractor then suggests a diss&pative system since energy is being 
removed from the system until it rests in low energy equilibrium position. For each 
attractor, there is a, corresponding set of initial conditions that will lead the system 
to the attractor. This set of initial conditions is termed a, bassa of attraction. 
A conservative or Hamiltonian system is time independent and energy invariant. 
This can be readily seen in phase space. Consider the trajectories emanating from 
a, set oi' initial conditions forming a. square in phase space. If these trajectories are 
traced forward in time for a Hamiltonian system, the corresponding points may form 
a shape other than a, square but the area, will be the same as the original square, In 
other words, areas in phase space are conserved for Hamiltonian systems. Similarly. 
phase space areas decrease for dissipative systems. Therefore, in the vicinity of a 
point attractor. the trajectories converge. On the other hand, they diverge in the 
vicinity of a, point repellor. 
Nonlinear svstems can exhibit much more exotic behavior. One characterisitic of 
nonlinear systems which contributes to their more complex dynainics is their ability to 
bifurcate and yield multiple solutions (18). In the most general sense. a. bifurcation is 
a. qualitative change in behavior by varying a system parameter or a set of paramters. 
For instance, with the variation of a. parameter, a stable fixed point niay become 
unstable and give way to two new stable fixed points. An example will be discussed 
later which illustrates this type of bil'urcation. A stable fixed point may also go 
unstable and yield a, stable limit cycle; this is known as a Hopf bifurcation. A limit 
cycle is a closed orbit attractor in phase space as opposed to a single point attractor. 
In figure 2'2, the limit cycle of a tran der Pol oscillator governed by the equation 
6 — (0 — 6 )6+ fl = 0 is shown. 
A Poincare section which is constructed such that each point maps onto another 
point a, t a. period of 2x/~, where w is the forcing frequency of the flow, is called a. 
first return map (figure 21). The first retnrn map of a. limit cycle is a. point since 
the orbit intersects the plane at the same point every revolution. By changing a 
parameter, the limit cycle becomes unstable and a, bifurcation to another stable orbit 
occurs. If after a, bifurca. tion, the single limit cycle gives way to two closed orbits 
which now intersect the Poincare section at two points, a, period doubling bifurcation 
has occurred. The bifurcation is easy to see on the first return map. The stable fixed 
point representing a, limit cycle becomes unstable and yields two new fixed points 
(see figure 23) A cascade of period doubling bifurcations can continue into regimes of 
higher periodicity. 
As long as the ratio of the flow frequency to the forcing frequency is rational, 
the flow is periodic. On a, first return map, this is indicated by a, finite set of points 
which eventually revisit each other. For example, when the ratio between the two 
limit 
cycle 
ig 
Mo 
Figure 22. A limit cycle in a Van der Po) oscillator. From (8) 
frequencies is 4, then the foiirth point will map back to the first point. Consider v hen 
the ratio of the flow frequency to the forcing frequency is an irrational number. In 
such a. case, never will any point map back to a, previous point. The result is what 
appears to be a closed curve or a, quaszpenodhc attractor on the map which signifies 
that the phase space flow is in the shape of a I torus depicted in figure 24 and 
results from a Neimark, or secondary Hopf bifurcation. 
CHAOS 
In nonlinear systems, the types of attractors include but are not limited to 
fixed points. Other attractors discussed thus f'ar are limit cycles (periodic attractors) 
and T" tori (quasiperiodic attractors). One common characterisitic of attractors of 
nonlinear systems is houndedness. Hnlike linear systems in which an unstable fixed 
y2 
Figure 23. A single period regime bifurcating to a period two regime From (20) 
posnt can repel trajectories to snfinitv, nonlinear systems impose a boundeduess on 
the flosv. So if we consider a. 3 dimenssonal system, trajectories in the attractors 
discussed thus 1'ar are always converging in at least one direction. In this discussion, 
'direction' does not conote a global axis but rather some local direction varying with 
the flow. Trajectories approaching a, fixed point converge from all three directions, 
while in the limit cycle they locally converge from all but one direction, and so on. 
This can be generalized for an n dimensional system. One measure of the average rate 
ot convergence of nearby orbits in phase space along each of these 'local directions' is 
the Lyapunov exponent (21). 
There are n lyapunov exponents (A) for an n dimensional system. A negative 
A indicates the exponential rate of convergence. If a flow contains at least one 
positive A, then trajectories are locally diverging. However, since nonlinearity enforces 
74 
Figure 24. Motion on a. torus - quasiperiodic regime. From (8) 
boundedness, the trajectories nnist also be converging along another direction. This 
bounded divergence is what is refered to today as chaos. In figure 25, the trajectories 
of the Rossler at tractor demonstrate the coutinuous divergence and convergence. This 
Figure 25. Continued divergence within a, bounded space - The Rossler Attractor. 
From (22) 
motion is referred to as stretching and folding. 
A chaotic or strange attractor on the whole is stable and attracts nearby outside 
trajectories. However, as is easily seen from a map, the attractor is involves an infinite 
number oi unstable fixed points and also saddle points. attracting trajectories t'rom 
one direction and then repelling them m another. It is this stretching and folding 
v;-hich yields the properties of a. chaotic systeni. Stretching ref'ers to the divergence ot' 
trajectories which implies sensitivity to initial conditions. A very small perturbation 
becomes magnified out of proportion The folding then produces a, mixing efl'ect in 
which trajectories are brought back together again to keep them within a, fimte space. 
The combination of stretching and folding yields sensitivity to initial conditions v;ithin 
a. bounded space This leads to unpredictable behavior. Consider a. trajectory which 
is a small. finite, distance apart, from another trajectory. It v;ill continually diverge 
within the bounded space until its behavior no longer resembles the first trajectory. 
Therefore any imprecision in the knowledge of initial conditions of a chaotic process, 
no matter how small, will eventually be iuagnified until all knowledge is lost about the 
actual state of the system. Yet since the process is governed by a set of deternunistic 
laws, the behavior of a, chaotics systeni contains order 
A system modeled by Duffing's equation (z + )'i — z = B cos t) (18) is a 
common example of a chaotic process. Looking at a. Poincare section (figure '26) of 
the corresponding flow (depicted in the phase portrait belov:), it is clear that although 
this process is unpredictable, it contains a high degree of order. 
THE LOGISTIC )t'IAP 
To illustrate the simplest example of chaos, consider the equation (23, 6): 
X, +i = pX;(I — X, ) 
where p is some parameter constant between 1 and 3. Following a 45 degree line to 
the intersection of the curve, we find the solution where X, ~i —  X; (see figure 27) 
This point is a, stable fixed point. As shown in the figure, iterations from any point 
(excluding 0 and 1) converge onto the fixed point. The fixed point represents an 
Figure 2G. A IJeda attractor: An attractor of Daffi's equation 
Figure 2i The logistic msp for p =2. 5. From (18) 
equilibrium position; the slope at that point is less than I (45 degrees) and therefore 
paths in that vicinity tend to be drawn there. 
If the parameter p is increased to 3. 1, fixed points emerge at four places: at, 
zero which is still unstable (slope greater than I), a new fixed stable point, the old 
fixed point which is now unstable, and a. second new fixed stable point. Following 
figure 28, iterations no longer converge at the old fixed point but rather converge on 
a, cycle between two new points. This is a simple example of a bifurcation since the 
old fixed point yielded two new fixed points. If )r is increased to 3. 4, each of the fixed 
points becomes unstable and yields two more new stable fixed points. 
At )i greater than 3. 57, the equation becomes chaotic giving way to an infinite 
number of fixed points (see figure 29). With the exception of 0 and 1, all initial values 
of X will not converge onto any point at all, following a, totally aperiodic path. 
Figure 28 The logistic map for 8 =3. 1. From (18) 
DIMENSION OF ATTRAOTORS 
lUIost simply defined, the dimension of an attractor is a. measure ot coniplexity oi' 
the attractor. Essentially, the dimension is a lower bound on the number of variables 
required to describe the motion on the attractor. A fixed point, for instance, requires 
no variables to describe its behavior; therefore, the dimension of a. fixed point is 0. A 
limit cycle is a, simple curve and requires one variable to describe the location of the 
system along the closed orbit. However, the dimension of a chaotic attractor such as 
Ueda's attractor (figure 26) is not so straight-forward. 
There are a variety of different approaches to calculate dimension; however, since 
each dimension is defined differently, they do not all measure the same thing. For 
instance, topological dimension is the quantity we are all familiar with which strictly 
xn 
Figure 29. The logistic riiap for p =3. 8. From (18) 
measures the number of integer directions in a. Euclidean space required to describe 
the coordinates of a set of points. The fractal dimension is basically a measure of 
the density of points within an attractor such that a line is of dimension one, while 
a plane is of dimension two. An attractor which consists of a set of points within a 
plane will have a dimension between one and two. The mathematical definition of 
fractal dimension, also called Hausdorff dimension is: 
in%(e) 
Df = lim as s — 0 (, ) 
l n(1i' e) 
Figure 30. How the Hausdorfi' or fractal dimension is calculated. From (3) 
where N represents the number oi' vohtme elements (hypercubes) required to cover 
the set of points on the attractor and c is the length of the hypercube (see figure 30). 
Another common dimension is the information dimension, Unlike the fractal 
dimension, which is a metric measure, information dimension measures the relative 
frequency of which a typical trajectory is visited. 
lnIf(e) 
D; =limase~0( ) ln(1/s) 
where ff = ~ r p;lnp, . P; is the rela. tive probability a trajectory enters the i v tV(e) th 
volume element. 
Theoretically, a, non-chaotic attractor will be of integer dimension while the 
opposite is true l' or a, chaotic attractor. However, since dimension calculating algo- 
rithms are not very accurate, dimensions are useless to classify whether or not an 
attractor is chaotic. For instance. if the dimension of an attractor is 2. 07, it is clif- 
ficult to determine whether the attractor is chaotic or whether the deviation l'rom 
an integer quantity is due to inaccuracy of the algorithm. Also, dimensions reveal 
nothing about the entire structure of an attractor. For the most part, dimensions are 
a general measure of complexity. 
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